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Creating Fake Field of View Tables

1 Creating Field of View Tables
In case of significant discrepancies in the field of view while zooming, it 
may be recommendable to create a table that applies varying Fake Field 
of View values, depending on the zoom data from the lens.

In order for this table to fit the exact lens that is being used, it has to be 
created on-site. Please take the following steps:

1. -2.: Start VioTrack and activate the cuboid in the master video

3.: Place the cuboid on a real object for reference.

4. - 5.: Open Terminal and enter prewrite command

3. Use the Center X and Center Y values to place it on a clearly visible 
corner of a real object. In this example, a coded floor is being used 
but it may be any flat object that lies straight on the ground. A piece 
of paper will do just fine.

4. In the task bar, go to Tools --> Terminal Window, to open the 
command line prompt. 

5. Enter 
prewrite 

and press Enter. The system will now allow saving data on the 
protected disk space.

1. Start VioTrack and enable proper tracking, including adjusting the 
center shift as explained in chapter 3.7.

2. Go to the Cuboid tab in the VioTrack Master configuration window 
and switch on the Paint Cuboid option.
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6. Go to Tools --> Text Editor to open a the sid text editor.

7. Enter a number of sample values from 0 to 1 in 0.1 steps. Use Enter 
to put each sample value in a new line. For better resolution in the 
wide angle area, add 0.03 and 0.06.

8. In the VioTrack Master window, go to the Lens tab and check the 
Dump Parameters option. The incoming data from the lens, as well 
as the calculated values, will be written in the system log.

9. Find the zoom parameter (z:) which gives the zoom position, 
normalized to a value between 0 and 1. The wide angle is represented 
by 0, fully zoomed in is 1.

6. - 7.: Open the Text Editor and enter sample values from 0 to 1. 

8. -9.: Lens parameters dumped in the system log. First column displays the zoom position

Depending on lens quality, discrepancies and available time for 
calibration, die sample steps may be chosen differently between 
0 and 1. If the lens has greater discrepancies in a certain zoom 
range, this area can be made more detailed by adding intermediate 
samples.
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10.  VioTrack F: Go to the Locator tab in the VioTrack F slave window 
and set the Error Tolerance to 0 and the Velocity Update to 1.

10.: VioTrack F: disable smoothing in VioTrack F slave window

10.: VioTrack R: disable smoothing in VioTrack R expert settings

 VioTrack R: Go to Settings in the VioTrack R window. Check the 
Show expert settings button on the low end of the Settings window. 
Then go to the Smoothing tab and set Error Tolerance to 0 and the 
Velocity Update to 1.
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11. Zoom all the way out and proceed to adjust the Fake Field of View 
value in the VioTrack Master Lens tab:

12. Starting with the cuboid in the center, matching a real object, pan 
left and right. Watch the direction in which the two objects separate. 

13. Panned to either direction, adjust the Fake FoV until the edges of 
the cube and real object align again, just like in the center of the 
picture.

14. Go to the Text Editor file, into the line for the sample 0, and enter the 
resulting Fake Field of View value. Separate sample value and FoV 
value with a space or tabulator.

12.: Pan the camera so the edge of the cuboid is on the side of the camera picture

13.: Correct the Fake Fov until the edges align again

14.: Note the found FoV value in the text file
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15. Carefully zoom in until the zoom lens data reaches the next sample 
value in the text file.

16. If necessary, adjust the Fake Field of View value in the VioTrack 
Master Lens tab to an appropriate value, as done in steps 12 and 
13. 

17. Indifferent of having changed it or not, note the respective value for 
the next sample in the Text Editor file.

18. Repeat steps 15 and 16 until all sample values are associated with 
Fake Field of View data.

16.: Having zoomed in, note the change in field of view

15.: Zoom in, approaching each sample value one by one

17. - 18.: complete the list with all data pairs
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19. In the Text Editor, click File --> Save As... and navigate to the folder 
/mnt/arch/lenses/
and save the file with the same file name as the zoom lens 
calibration file that VioTrack is currently using, but with the ending 
.fov instead of .zlc!

19.: Save the file with the same file name as the calibration file, but with the ending of .fov

20. In the VioTrack Master window Lens tab, check the Use FoV Table 
option.

21. Click Save in the VioTrack Master window.

20. - 21.: Set the Master to use FoV table and save

Note that activating the Use FoV Table option will overwrite any 
previous Fake FoV settings for as long as it is checked.
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22. Restart the VioTrack Master. Look into the system log for the line 
“Field of view table was successfully read.”. If it does not appear, 
maybe something went wrong with the naming of the file.

23. Validate the Fov table function and correctness.

24. When everything works correctly, close the Text editor, go back to 
the terminal window, type
postwrite

and hit Enter to secure the file system again.

25.: Reset the Error Tolerance and Velocity Update to previous values

25.  VioTrack F: Go to the Locator tab in the VioTrack F slave window 
and set the Error Tolerance back to 0.02 and the Velocity Update 
to 0.3.

 VioTrack R: Go to Settings in the VioTrack R window. Check the 
Show expert settings button on the low end of the Settings window. 
Then go to the Smoothing tab and set Error Tolerance back to 0.02 
and the Velocity Update to 0.3.

22.: Loading of the FoV table will be displayed in the system log

24.: Enter postwrite command

26. The process is finished.

If there are mistakes, single values may be changed or additional 
sample steps inserted in the Text editor and applied by saving the 
file and restarting VioTrack. 


